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As an ancient legal system; custody is a coercive measure to guarantee a certain 
legal order, which is a measures by the way of holding in a special place to deprive 
the liberty of suspects or defendants in a certain period of time. Pending custody, as 
the name implies, is a status that suspects or defendants are deprived their liberty 
before the court ruling into effect. Throughout the criminal proceedings, pending 
custody, relative to other coercive measures, is the most severe restrictions on civil 
liberty means. There is suspected human rights violations to a man identified as the 
offender by using improperly, although its application play a great role in 
safeguarding  to the smooth development of the criminal proceedings. No separate 
legal document to describe for pending custody and its system in China, which 
Measures corresponding to the performance is the system of criminal detention and 
arrest. Once the suspect, the accused was decided to take criminal detention, arrest, 
Meaning that the application and implementation of pending custody. However, 
current system of detention pending exposed many problems , because of the lack of 
comprehensive legislation, had been accused and  popularly paid close attention. 
Therefore, this paper aims on putting forwardsome preliminary ideas of reform and 
improve the system of detention pending from the perspective of system design and 
legislation, by analyzing the pending custody system of the major contemporary law - 
governed country and our current.  
This article includes three parts that are introduction, body and closing, and the 
body is divided into four chapters. 
Chapter one: the overview of the pending custody system. This part mainly 
analyzing the pending custody, the detention and the arrest and the related concepts, 
analyzing its nature and purpose, and further analyzing the possible exist deviation of 
the process in the application on the target.  
Chapter Two: the pending custody system from comparative law vision. By 















country and our current, this part summarize the principle of the pending custody 
system of the foreign law. 
Chapter Three: the review of Chinese pending custody system. This part 
describes the status of the pending custody of our country, reviews and reflects on its 
loss and lack. 
Chapter Four: the remodeling ideas of Chinese pending custody system. This 
part mainly propose the basis of constructing the pending custody system. 
Reconstruction and improvement of Chinese pending custody system base on the 
changing concept and moving forward a single step the clarify the legislative intent. 
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